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In the Know

1919

Dairy Days 
Before this poster  
was printed, the  
U.S. government 
recommended cutting 
back on fruit and veggies 
because they didn’t  
pack much protein, which 
factory workers needed 
to keep up their energy. 
After the importance of 
vitamins was discovered 
in 1912, small amounts 
of produce got the 
thumbs-up, but healthful 
meals revolved around 
milk. The nation’s top 
nutrition experts also 
told parents to choose 
whole milk over skim  
for kids and to make  
sure to butter their 
bread. A government-
recommended dinner, 
other than the one at  
left: milk toast,  
stewed peaches  
and a cupcake.

Eat Your...Cookies?
If you think you’re confused about what’s good for you, check out the 
dietary advice doled out by the government over the last century.

Take a look at the picture below. Once you get over the 
little girl’s outfit, you might notice that milk is the main course  
of her meal, with a side of bread and cookies. When this poster 
was created in the early 20th century, the government thought 
this constituted a healthy dinner. And this isn’t the only time  
the feds have been wildly off base about our dietary needs. 
Consider what happened earlier this year: After nearly two 
decades of carbo loading as an official government policy, the 
USDA revised its guidelines, replacing the food pyramid (which 
told us to eat 6 to 11 servings a day of bread, cereal, rice and 

pasta) with a simpler graphic of a plate divided into sections  
for vegetables, fruit, protein and grains, with a little dairy on  
the side. The switch to the new MyPlate program made us 
wonder what other unusual advice the government has dished 
out in the past, so we headed to Washington, D.C., in search  
of an answer. We sifted through thousands of documents at  
the U.S. National Archives and found lots of questionable advice  
(eat plenty of hamburger buns!) and contradictions (oils and 
fats are good for you—wait, no they aren’t!). Turn the page to  
see the evidence. 
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Load up on Carbs
When the government realized that many American diets 
were too high in fat—a cause of heart disease—the 
USDA created the food pyramid, which said to consume 
fats sparingly. The pyramid suggested we load up on 
more nutritious foods: saltines and white bread!

1992Bring on the Butter
The government didn’t introduce specific recommended 
dietary allowances (RDAs) until 1941, but some guidelines 
were published in a child nutrition pamphlet in the early 
1930s and printed on this poster in 1939. At the time, 
Americans were concerned about getting the vitamins 
they needed, and the USDA recommended lots of vitamin-
enriched cereal and butter—the more, the better!

1939

1943

Anything Goes
In 1942, the USDA decided to overhaul the 12 major 
food groups it had recognized since 1933 and whittle 
them down to “The Basic 7.” The agency printed this 
poster the following year to illustrate the new system. 
Butter and fortified margarine were their own 
category because both contain vitamin A. Recommended 
daily servings were not included for this or any other 
group—those were introduced in 1946—but as long as 
you ate something from each of The Basic 7, the experts 
said you could have anything else you wanted!
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Find a Balance
After years of complaints that the 
food pyramid was too complicated—
not to mention a little off in the 
nutrition department—the USDA 
finally introduced a new graphic 
called MyPlate this summer. The 
message: Fill half of your plate with 
fruit and veggies, half with grains 
and protein, and get a little low-fat 
dairy on the side. As part of the 
campaign, the USDA recommends 
that we get at least half of our daily 
grains from whole grains, swap out 
sugary drinks for water and switch to 
fat-free or low-fat milk. We’ll take the 
government’s word for it—for now.

2011

Eat plenty of pasta! 
When we first saw this poster, we thought it had to be at least 
30 years old: It suggests eating “plenty” of hamburger buns, 
tortillas, pasta and pancakes. In fact, the USDA created it in 
2000 as part of a campaign called “Team Nutrition.” Although  

 

the published goal was to get kids to consume more grains, fruit 
and vegetables—and less fat—the poster makes some fairly odd 
suggestions, like eating “more” vegetables such as potato salad 
and french fries and getting a serving of dairy from pudding.

2000
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